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Abstract

Design process excellence is considered a major differentiating factor between competing enterprises since it determines the constraints
within which plant operation and supply chain management are confined. The most important prerequisite to establish such design process
excellence is a proper management of all the design process activities and the associated information. Starting from an analysis of the
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haracteristics of chemical engineering design processes, some important open research issues are identified. They include the
f an integrated information model of the design process, a number of innovative functionalities to support collaborative desig
-posteriori integration of existing software tools to an integrated design support environment. Some of the results obtained and e
ained in the last years in the collaborative research center IMPROVE at RWTH Aachen University are presented.
2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Manufacturing and design in the 21st century

The markets and hence the requirements on manufacturing
n the process industries have been changing tremendously in
he last decades. Growing market volume and limited, often
argely local competition have been dominating manufactur-
ng in the seventies and eighties. Today, the process industry
s facing largely saturated markets in many geographical re-
ions of the world. Internet technology has been successfully
sed in e-commerce solutions to achieve almost complete
arket transparency. Engineering and manufacturing skills
re available globally. At the same time, transportation cost
ave been decreasing significantly. Hence, every manufac-

urer is facing truly global competition. Economic success is
nly possible, if new ideas can be quickly transformed into
ew marketable products or if the production cost of estab-

ished products can be diminished substantially to counteract
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decreasing profit margins. Product innovation, proces
sign as well as manufacturing processes have to be co
ously improved to reduce time to market of a new prod
to minimize manufacturing cost and to establish a high l
of customer satisfaction by offering the right product at
right time and location.

1.1. Two business processes

The value chainin any manufacturing oriented indu
try comprisestwomajor business processes—manufacturing
and design—which are highly interrelated (Schuler, 1998).
These business processes are constrained by the
economic environment, in particular, the market, the le
lation and the available process technologies (Fig. 1).

Value creation happens in themanufacturing proces
(Fig. 1, top), which is part of a supply chain includi
warehouses, distribution and procurement in additio
the production plants. Excellence in manufacturing is
possible without explicit consideration of the constra
098-1354/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.compchemeng.2004.07.018
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Fig. 1. The two major business processes in the process industries: manufacturing and design.

and potentials resulting from interaction between the plant
and the supply chain it is embedded into. The influencing
factors from the supply chain on plant operation have to
be exploited rather than rejected by model-based plant
management considering all the manufacturing business
processes across the whole supply chain (Backx, Bosgra,
& Marquardt, 1998). The changing business environment
can be addressed on a short time scale by adapting supply
chain management and plant operation strategies for a fixed
design.

The manufacturing process is largely determined by the
second business process, thedesignprocess, which comprises
all the activities related to the design of a new product and the
associated production plant including the process and control
equipment as well as all operation and management support
systems (Fig. 1, bottom). This business process starts with an
idea on a new product and subsequent product design. Con-
ceptual design, basic and detail engineering of the production
plant are the major activities which follow, before the plant
can be built and commissioned. Excellence in design requires
consideration of the complete design lifecycle (Marquardt,
Wedel, & Bayer, 2000). In particular, the interactions be-
tween different design lifecycle phases focusing on different
aspects such as the chemical product, the process concept,
equipment design, plant layout, or control structure selection
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1.2. Value creation

The economic performance of an enterprise heavily
relies on the quality of the products of these two business
processes. Typically, themajor focusis on the product of
themanufacturing process, namely the chemicals, which are
sold to customers and therefore are considered to generate the
revenue to the enterprise. The manufacturing process and its
associated supply chain, however, are considered as the cost
generators. Profit can be increased on the short time scale
with limited investment, if the manufacturing cost can be
reduced by optimized strategies for plant operation and sup-
ply chain management. It is therefore not surprising, that the
current industrial focus is on the reduction of manufacturing
cost in order to counteract decreasing profit margins.

This strategy does not seem to be sustainable in the long
run, since cost reduction by means of better supply chain man-
agement and plant operation using existing assets is largely
independent of a certain product portfolio and does not
contribute to a fundamental understanding of the processing
technology and its impact on chemical product characteris-
tics. The employed operations research techniques apply to
many businesses and may therefore evolve in a technological
commodity. After a transition period during which these
technologies are adopted, the differentiation between com-
p hes.
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eed to be exploited. Only an integrated consideration f
tates the realization of synergies and the achievement o
rue economical potential. The plant and the supply c
ave to be continuously reengineered during their lifetim
rder to adjust manufacturing to major changes in the m
onditions and legislation, to adopt new process technol
nd to profit from accumulated operational experience. A
anagement is increasingly established to make best u

xisting facilities and to support preventive maintenance
enchmarking activities. Plant reengineering is only po
le on a longer time scale as compared to an adaptati

he manufacturing process for a given plant and supply c
esign.
etitors with respect to manufacturing excellence vanis
Hence, at least at this point in time, there is no adeq

ppreciation of the contribution of design excellence to
verall success of an enterprise. It is the designprocesswhich
eterminesthe design of amanufacturingplant. This desig

s largely responsible for the achievable quality of the ch
cal product and for the order of magnitude of the produc
ost. The design also constrains the operational envelop
ence the flexibility to react to changing market conditio

deally, an integrated consideration of plant and supply c
esign on the one and supply chain and plant managem

he other hand should be addressed (Backx et al., 1998). How-
ver, such an approach would have to generalize and e
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the problem of an integrated design and control of a single
plant, which itself has not yet been solved satisfactorily.

We hypothesize thatdesign excellenceis becoming ama-
jor differentiating assetin the future which, to a large extent,
will decide on the economical success of an enterprise. Of
course, for this hypothesis to be true, design has to be inter-
preted in a broader than the traditional sense. In particular, not
only the process flowsheet and equipment, but also the op-
eration support system as well as the chemical product itself
have to be considered part of the integrated design business
process. The quality of the design process is strongly depend-
ing on the available knowledge about the chemical process
and products and its long-term management. We claim that
design excellence in addition requires a profound understand-
ing of the integrated design process itself. Design excellence
has to be based on a systematic acquisition, management
and reuse of such knowledge. It forms the basis for identi-
fying shortcomings in available knowledge and established
work processes. It is therefore a prerequisite for design pro-
cess reengineering to establish better process design prac-
tices. Clearly, information technology support and model-
based design process integration are key enablers. Together
with a deep understanding of the design process, they are
the major pre-requisites for the implementation of a suitable
software environment to support the activities in the design
p
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Section 2, key research questions are formulated and the in-
terdisciplinary research center IMPROVE is introduced sub-
sequently inSection 3. Sections 4 to 6 present major results
of the research work of IMPROVE and the experience made
in the areas of information modeling, design environment ar-
chitecture and tools supporting collaborative work processes.

2. The character of chemical process design processes

The plant lifecycle can be subdivided intosixmajor phases
which comprise conceptual design, basic engineering, detail
engineering, construction and commissioning as well as as-
set management, maintenance and continuous reengineering
(Fig. 1). Conceptual design and front end engineering (the
early phase of basic engineering) constitute those parts of
the lifecycle with the most significant impact on the lifecycle
cost. In this early design phase, almost all of the conceptual
decisions on the raw materials and the reactions, the process,
the equipment, the plant and even on control and plant op-
eration are taken. Though, only a small fraction of the total
investment cost of the plant is spent in these early lifecycle
phases, the consequences on the total cost of ownership of
the plant are most significant. The results of this early lifecy-
cle phase form the basis for the subsequent refinement during
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This perspective of the design process is not entirely

t has been stressed in a similar way by a few othe
earch groups, most notably those at Carnegie Mellon
ersity (Subrahmanian, Westerberg, & Podnar, 1991; Konda,
onarch, Sargent, & Subrahmanian, 1992; Finger, Konda
Subrahmanian, 1995; Westerberg, Subrahmanian, Re

onda, & the n-dim group, 1997; Davis et al., 2001) and a
he University of Edinburgh (Banares-Alcantara, 1991, 199;
anares-Alcantara & Lababidi, 1995; Costello et al., 1996).

.3. Overview on the paper

In the following wefocusin this paper only on apart of the
esign process, namely to the early phases of the chem
rocess design lifecycle,the conceptual design and fron
nd engineering, for pragmatic reasons to avoid excess
omplexity. Further, we believe that many of our findi
ill carry over to the more complicated integrated des
nd manufacturing problem. Certainly, this problem is m
ore complex and presents additional requirements and

enges for information technology support. However, the
ssues in the chemical process design process as discus
ection 2are also relevant for the integrated design and m
facturing problem. Current chemical process design s
lot of commonalities with the design practice in other

ustrial domains. The assessment of the chemical pr
esign process in the next section holds almost equally

or other engineering design processes. In that sense, ou
ngs seem to be relevant not only for chemical enginee
esign and manufacturing. On the basis of the assessm
n

asic and detail engineering. Theseearly phases of the desi
ifecycleconstitute thefocus of this contributiondue to thei
ignificance for the whole plant lifecycle.

.1. Status of industrial design processes

The design process is carried out by ateamof multidisci-
linary experts from different organizational units within
ame or different companies. The team is formed to carr
dedicatedproject, it is directed by a project manager. U
lly, a number of consultants are contributing to the de
ctivities in addition to the team members. All team mem
re typically part of more than one team at the same time

en, the team operates at different, geographically distrib
ites. The duration of a single project may range from w
o years with varying levels of activity at a certain poin
ime. Hence, the team and the status and assignments
embers may change with time in particular in case of
roject duration. Inevitably, there is no common underst

ng about the design problem in the beginning of the pro
uch a common understanding, called shared memo
onda et al. (1992), has to evolve during collaborative wo

The design processconstitutes of all the related activ
ies carried out by the team members while they work
he design problem (Westerberg et al., 1997). This multi-
isciplinary process shows an immense complexity. It h
eal with the culture and paradigms from different doma
omplicated multi-objectivedecision makingprocessesun-
er uncertaintyare incorporated in the design. They rely

he typically incomplete information produced in the curr
nd previous design activities. In particular, conceptua
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sign processes show ahigh degree of creativity, they are of
an inventive nature and do not just apply existing solutions.

Creative conceptual design processes are hardly pre-
dictable and can therefore only be pre-planned on a
coarse-grained level. A work process definition—even
coarse-grained—is mandatory to establish simultaneous and
concurrent engineering to reduce the total time spent on a de-
sign. The lack of precise planning on a medium-grained level
inevitably results inhighly dynamicwork processes. They
showbranchesto deal with the assessment of alternatives
and to allow for a simultaneous work on only loosely related
subtasks.Iterationsoccur to deal with the necessaryrevision
of previous decisions and solutions. In the first place, they are
due to inevitable uncertainties during decision making be-
cause of lacking or incomplete information. While the design
process is carried out, this uncertainty can be continuously
reduced because of the additional information becoming
available, it is either collected from various available but not
yet exploited resources or it is generated while the design
process progresses. Additional information always gives
rise to new insight to either address a problem which has
not yet been recognized, to exploit an identified potential for
improving an existing solution, or to even evolve the design
requirements. A strict definition of the work process in
conceptual design (as accomplished in many administrative
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a lot of process knowledge in a formalized and structured
manner.

In the course of the design process, acomplex con-
figuration of different types of informationis created.
This information appears in multiple ways. There are, for
example, standardized documents including equipment
specification sheets or design reports, informal texts like
e-mail or telephone notes, or input or output files of certain
software tools containing problem specifications or result
summaries in a formal syntax. More recently, audio and
video clips may be included in addition. This information
is typically held in a decentralized manner in the local
data stores of the individual software tools, in document
management systems or in project databases. Typically,
the relationship between the various information units
is not explicitly held in the data stores. Information is
exchanged in the design team by means ofdocuments, which
aggregate selected data relevant to a certain work process
context.

Though a large amount of information is created and
archived in some data store during the design process, there
is typically no completedocumentationof all the alternatives
considered during the design. However, a full documentation
of the final conceptual design has to be compiled from the
information created during the design process. Typically, this
d actor
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usiness processes (Fisher, 2000)) is not only impossibl
ut also highly undesirable. It would largely constr
he creativity of the designer with obviously undesira
onsequences for the quality of the resulting design.

The team of experts typically uses amultitude of resource
n the various phases of the design process. For exa
eb-basedtext retrieval and browsing systemsare used t
earch the scientific and patent literature or internal arc
or information on the materials or processing technolog
ab-scale or pilot-scale experimentsallow the investigatio
f specific questions related to physical properties, kine
cale-up of equipment or the accumulation of impuritie
ecycles and their impact on the process behavior. All k
f software toolswith diverse and often overlapping fun

ionality have been increasingly used in the last two dec
o support different design activities.

First, there arestandard software toolssuch as word pro
essing, spreadsheet or groupware systems, which are
letely independent of a specific application domain
ence are established in all industrial segments. Second
redomain specific toolswhich support specific chemic
rocess design activities. Such tools include, for exam
lock or equation oriented process modeling environm
quipment rating and design or cost estimation software

en, different tools are in use for the same or similar t
ithin a typically globally acting enterprise. This divers
nd heterogeneity of software tools may even show u
geographically distributed design team. Often, these

ely on somemathematical modelof the chemical process
erform a synthesis or analysis step in a model-based fas
hese models are of differing coverage and rigor, but co
-

ocumentation is handed over to an engineering contr
nd to the operating company. The contractor employs
esign documentation to continue the design process d
asic and detail engineering, whereas the operating com
ses the conceptual design package to prepare mainte
nd asset management procedures.

.2. Analysis of current design practice and supporting
oftware tools

The analysis of currentdesign practicereveals a numbe
f weaknesseswhich have to be overcome to successf
stablish design process excellence. The most import i
re the following:

There is no common understanding and terminolog
ated to the design process and its results.

Creative design processes are not properly unders
There is no systematic reengineering and continuou
provement process in place.
Design processes and their results are not sufficiently
documented. This lack of documentation prevents the
ing (i) of ideas which have not been pursued further for
or the other reason, (ii) of all the alternatives studied,
of the decision making processes and (iv) of the de
rationale.
Reuse of previous solutions and experiences at a late
in the same or similar design projects is not supporte
The creation of knowledge through learning from prev
experience is not systematically supported by informa
technologies.
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• There is no systematic evolution of requirements and no
assessment of design objectives with respect to the require-
ments.

• A coherent configuration of all the design data in the con-
text of the work process is not available. Time spent for
searching and interpreting information on a certain design
in the course of the plant lifecycle is enormous. Often, it is
less effort to repeat a task. There is no systematic manage-
ment of conflicts between design information or change
propagation mechanism between design documents.

• There is no systematic integration of design methodologies
based on mathematical models of the chemical processes
with the overall design work process.

In addition to these work process oriented deficiencies,
there are also seriousshortcomingswith respect to thesoft-
ware toolssupporting the design process. Some important
considerations are the following:

• Tools are determining the design practice significantly, be-
cause there has been largely a technology push and not a
market pull situation in the past. Tool functionality has
been constrained by technology, often preventing a proper
tailoring to the requirements of the design process. Usu-
ally, the tools are providing support functionality for only
a part of a design task or a set of design tasks.
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mation technology support is a major prerequisite to achieve
design process excellence. In addition, a further development
of model-based chemical process design methodologies, al-
gorithms and tools has to take place.

3. The collaborative research center improve

About 6 years ago, the interdisciplinary collaborative re-
search center (CRC) 476 (IMPROVE) has been established
at RWTH Aachen University. It is funded by Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, the German Science Foun-
dation) to address some of the issues identified in the last
section. Computer scientists and engineers from six disci-
plines are collaborating with substantial financial and human
resources in this long-term research effort. The focus is on
new concepts and software engineering solutions to support
collaborative engineering design processes (Nagl & West-
fechtel, 1999). Research is concentrated on the early phases
of the design lifecycle due to its significant impact on total
cost of ownership and due to the challenges resulting from
the creative and highly dynamic nature of the work process.

A scenario-based research approach has been used in
IMPROVE in order to identify the requirements based on a
concrete chemical process design case study. The selected
s ation
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There is a limited integration between tools largely foc
ing on those of a single vendor or its collaborating partn
The integration of legacy tools into such an environme
the integration of the software infrastructure of a comp
is costly.
The heterogeneity of the software environment impe
cooperation between organizations.
Design data are represented differently in the various t
There are not only technical, but also syntactic and se
tic mismatches which prevent integration.
There is a lack of managing relations between data
documents produced by different tools in different de
activities.
Project management and administration software is n
all integrated with engineering design support softw
Hence, proper planning and controlling of creative de
processes is difficult.
Tool integration is largely accomplished by data tran
or data integration via a central data store, neglectin
requirements of the work processes.
Communication in the design team is only supported
generic tools like e-mail, video conferences, etc., w
are not integrated with engineering design tools.
The management of creative design processes is no
ported by means of domain specific tools.

These two lists clearly revealhigh correlationof thework
rocessesitself and thesupporting software tools. Both have

o be synergistically improved and tailored to reflect the n
f the design process in a holistic manner. We believe t
ork process oriented view on design and the required i
cenario comprises the conceptual design of a polymeriz
rocess for the production of polyamide-6 from caprolac
Eggersmann, Hackenberg, Marquardt, & Cameron, 20
ggersmann, Schneider, & Marquardt, 2002b). This proces

s well documented in the literature and of significant ind
rial relevance. The polymerization domain has been ch
ecause there are much less mature design support to
ompared to petrochemical processes. Therefore, tool
ration and work process support are of considerable int

n both, the end user as well as the software vendor indus
The process consists of a number of polymerization

ctors followed by a number of units to separate water
onomer from the reaction products and a compoundin

ruder. The extruder is not only used for compounding but
or degassing of the monomer remaining in the melt. T
ally, polymerization, separation, and extrusion are desi

n different organizational units of the same or even dif
nt corporations using different approaches and suppo
oftware tools. An integrated solution of this problem ha
vercome the traditional gap between polymer reaction
ineering, separation process engineering and polyme
essing with their different cultures as well as the prob
f incompatible data and software tools. Hence, the sce
oses a challenge for any integrated conceptual design
ess and its supporting software environment.

The design support software tools employed in
cenario are of a completely different nature. They inc
ommercial as well as legacy tools. Examples are Micro
xcel, various simulators such as Polymers Plus from A
echnology, gPROMS from PSE, Morex, BEMflow a
EMview from Institut f̈ur Kunststoffverarbeitung at RWT
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Fig. 2. Perspectives and levels of integration: The thick lines indicate neces-
sary integration efforts on four different levels of interaction between soft-
ware and humans.

Aachen, the project database Comos PT from Innotec, the
document management system Documentum as well as the
platform Cheops for run-time integration of heterogeneous
simulators, the repository ROME for archiving mathematical
models and the modeling tool ModKit, all of Lehrstuhl für
Prozesstechnik at RWTH Aachen.

A prerequisite for IT support of chemical process design
processes requires integration on a number of levels and
from different perspectives as illustrated schematically in
Fig. 2. There are four different levels of interaction. On the
top level 1, interaction occurs in the design team, level 2
is addressing interaction between the human designer and
various application software modules, level 3 relates to the
interaction between different application programs and level
4 refers to the interaction between the application programs
and the software and hardware platforms. The integration
problems on these four levels are indicated by four bold lines
in Fig. 2. They relate (a) to integration of the human work
processes in geographically and institutionally distributed
design teams, which has be accomplished to facilitate
collaboration, (b) to the mismatch between design tool func-
tionality, cognitive processes and the activities of the human
during design, (c) to the different styles of conceptualization
and information modeling applied in a different style on the
four levels, and (d) to the a-posteriori integration of existing
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• the development of anintegrated informationmodelof the
complete design process in the sense of an ontology,

• the development ofnovel computer science conceptsand
their prototypical implementation for information and col-
laborative work process management in engineering de-
sign processes,

• the implementation of ademonstrator of an integrated de-
sign support systemto illustrate the synergy of integration
and to prove the additional benefit to the end user by means
of an industrially relevant and realistic design scenario, and

• the development ofsoftware technologiesfor the a-
posteriori integration of existing toolsand their functional
extensions with an emphasis on the automatic generation
of wrappers to homogenize interfaces.

Some results of IMPROVE will be presented in the
remainder of this contribution. More detailed information
with numerous references to publications originating from
IMPROVE can be found athttp://www-i3.informatik.rwth-
aachen.de/research/sfb476/.

4. Modeling of design work processes and their
products
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oftware tools—either standard (office) or domain spe
pplications—among each other and with the software
ardware platforms on levels 3 and 4 follow different st
f implementation which poses severe software engine
roblems if their a-posteriori integration into a design s
ort environment is envisioned. This understanding of

ntegration problems in supporting chemical process de
rocesses has been the basis to shape the major researc

o be considered in IMPROVE. In particular, they includ

themodeling, analysis and reengineering design proce
by either integrating yet largely isolated design activ
or by defining innovative design processes,
as

A major objective of our research in IMPROVE is the
elopment of anintegrated information modelwhich covers
he work processes, the resources employed, and the
ng design (or product) data, which are typically organ
n documents reflecting the context of a certain activity
ng the design process. Such a modeling activity is not
ufficient. The resulting model can be used in a numb
ays.
For example,deficiencies of established design proce

ay be identified as a prerequisite for their improvemen
eengineering. Further,new innovative work processesmay
e developed from an analysis of existing approaches in

o better integrate traditionally separated activities. Exam
nclude the tighter integration of mathematical modeling
ost estimation with the increasing refinement of the desi
continuous manner, despite the constraints imposed b

ent tool function. Another example relates to the impro
ntegration of different design domains such as polyme
ction, monomer separation and polymer processing.

Besides these engineering related use cases, the inf
ion model is the basis for amodel-based top-down desi
f new software toolswith innovative functionality and fo

he integration of these new and of existing tools to a de
upport environment. The envisioned information mode
nly has to cover work processes and the information g
ted and used, but has also to describe the design proce

he associated information from various perspectives
iffering levels of detail.

Fig. 3 shows somerelevant perspectiveson theinforma-
ion managed during the design processon various levels o
etail and with various degrees of formalism (Bayer, 2003).

http://www-i3.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/research/sfb476/
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Fig. 3. Different perspectives on an integrated information model for the
representation of design process information.

First of all, the major process design concepts have to be
represented on aconceptual level(Fig. 3, top) to address
the needs of the designers in the team. For example, such
a conceptual model facilitates a common understanding of
the design process and its results, a prerequisite for improv-
ing the design process or for formulating requirements on
appropriate design support software tools.

The conceptual information model can be transformed
into a design model(Fig. 3, middle). It serves the needs
of the software engineer during software development and
also determines the user interface of tools. Finally, the de-
sign model is implemented by means of some technology
resulting in theimplementation modelof the design support
software (Fig. 3, bottom). In addition to these levels of detail
and degrees of formalization, we also distinguish between
the data itself (Fig. 3, left) and the documents as carriers of
data related by a certain design context (Fig. 3, right). Hence,
documents link contextual design data to the work process.

In the sequel, we will discuss some of the information
models developed and their relation. For the sake of clarity,
the focus will be largely on the conceptual level. Besides
such a conceptual model, various more refined and strongly
formalized implementation models have been derived from
or related to the conceptual model in IMPROVE.
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theresources(software tools, in particular) employed during
an activity. C3, implemented by the Workflow Modeling Sys-
tem (WOMS), facilitates the acquisition and documentation
of actual work processes by industrial designers with little
extra effort due to its easily accessible and illustrative graph-
ical notation (Schneider & Gerhards, 2003). Theweak degree
of formalizationis considered a strength of C3. It minimizes
the modeling effort to a minimum which is essential for be-
ing accepted by always time constrained industrial designers.
The following questions can be answered after an empirical
study of an existing work process:

• Which design process step is carried out by which team
member in which role and in which organizational unit?

• Which resources (tools, etc.) have been used?
• Which information is being exchanged between tools?
• Which documents are exchanged between team members?
• Which information has to be stored for documentation and

later reuse ?
• Which relation exists between data and documents ?

The understanding obtained in the study is a good start-
ing point for the improvement and reengineering of the work
processes. For example, recommended work processes can
be defined in C3 and documented by means of WOMS. Fur-
ther, the C3 work process model can form the starting point
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.1. Work process modeling during empirical studies

The investigation of existing work processes in emp
al studies is supported by means of thework process mod
3. It is a semi-formal model which aims at a coarse

esentation of the work process. C3 is based on the Un
odeling Language, UML (Rumbaugh, Jacobson, & Booc
999), but includes a number of specific extensions (Foltz,
illich, Wolf, Schmidt, & Luczak, 2001). It supports work
rocess modeling in a hierarchical manner on an arbi

evel of granularity. It covers therolesof themembersof the
esign team, theorder of activitiescarried out in a certai
ole, theinformationused, modified or generated, as wel
or further extension and refinement to a conceptual in
ation model of the work process (Eggersmann et al., 200)
hich itself can further be transformed in the sense ofFig. 3in
rder to assist the development of software supporting th
ign process in geographically and institutionally distribu
eams (Eggersmann et al., 2002).

.2. The conceptual information model CLiP and its
pplications

The conceptual information model CLiP has been de
ped to clarify the most important concepts and their rela

or the description of chemical process design process
he sense of an ontology (Uschold & Gruber, 1996). The de
ign of CLiP is based on ideas from general systems th
van Gigch, 1991), which have been successfully applied
epresent complex structured systems in various domain
esign philosophy is detailed byBayer and Marquardt (2004.

The development of CLiP aims at awell structuredand
hereforeextensible information model, which ultimately
overs all the design data produced during the design pro
he mathematical models used in the various model-base
ign activities, the documents for archiving and exchan
ata between designers, collaborating institutions, or
are tools, as well as the design activities with the resou

hey use.
CLiP is not planned as an information model which fi

ll the details of the universe of chemical process design
omprehensive manner. Rather, it is understood as amodeling
rameworkin the first place to provide a coarse structure
he very diverse types of data occurring in the design pro
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Fig. 4. The conceptual information model CLiP: Meta model and partial
model structures.

Such a model framework has to be open for extensions driven
by the requirements of a certain application. Further, it has to
been designed to allow for anintegration of already existing
data models. Fig. 4 gives an overview on the structure of
CLiP emphasizing the results of the design process, the so-
calledproduct data. A more detailed description can be found
elsewhere (Bayer, 2003; Bayer & Marquardt, 2004a, 2004b;
Eggersmann et al., 2003).

Meta modelinghas been used as a first structuring mecha-
nism, in order to allow for an efficient representation of sym-
metric and recurrent model structures. This way the coarse
structure of the information model can be fixed and a sim-
ple categorization of the most important modeling concepts
becomes feasible. We distinguish the meta meta class level,
which only defines the concept of a general system, the meta
class level, which holds the major categories of concepts for
our domain, and the simple class level, which defines con-
cepts related to different tasks in the design process. The meta
class level comprises atechnical systemwith its constituents
deviceandconnection, thematerial,thesocial systemconsist-
ing of the members of the design team, theactivitiescarried
out during the design process and thedocumentsassociated
to the various activities. Hence, CLiP integrates the product
data resulting from the design process with the information
model of the design process itself by means of theactivityand
d ty
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d
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the status of the design from the perspective of a certain de-
sign activity. Hence, a document provides a certain view on
the product data and explicitly links the design process to the
design product as indicated inFig. 4.

Theopenmodel structureof CLiP is achieved by grouping
the concepts on the simple class level to related logical units.
The resultingpartial modelsrelate to design tasks which are
typically addressed independently in parallel or in sequence
during the design process. The concepts in the partial models
can be introduced and maintained largely independently
from each other. However, since the same real object is
often referred to in different design tasks from different
perspectives with differing degree of detail, overlap, partial
redundancy, conflicts, and even inconsistency can hardly be
avoided. Existing relationships between concepts are explic-
itly captured by means of association links. These links are
defined by means of integration classes to specify relations
not only between concepts in different partial models but
also between the associated data. To reduce the specification
effort and the complexity of the resulting information
model, only those relations are represented which are of any
relevance in the course of the design process. This principle
of systematic, task-oriented decomposition and subsequent
selective reintegration is considered an essential prerequisite
to successfully deal with the inherent complexity of an
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ocumentconcepts inFig. 4 (meta class level). The activi
oncept is referring to the individual steps in the design
ess. The product data which is associated with a parti
esign activity is typically concatenated in somedocument.
ocuments are either passed between humans, betwe
ans and software or between software to communica
-

ntegrated information model covering the whole de
ifecycle.

CLiP is implemented by means ofdifferent modeling for
alisms. The meta model and some of the concepts o

imple class level have been implemented in Concept
Jeusfeld, Jarke, Nissen, & Staudt, 1998). This system nicel
upports meta modeling and offers a sound logical found
ith basic deductive reasoning capabilities to assist sc
evelopment and maintenance. All the partial models o
imple class level are represented by means of UML. Thi
alism is well-suited for large data models due to its gra

cal notation. The contents of documents are represent
eans of XML (W3C, 2004). The information units withi
ocuments are linked to CLiP classes and their attribute
eans of associations. This link is the prerequisite for ex

tly relating information stored in a project database to
ontained in design documents, typically stored in a d
ent management system.
Currently, CLiP is being enhanced byadditional forma

emanticsfor various reasons. First, the associations betw
artial models can only be specified if a precise meanin

he concepts and attributes is established. Second, mod
elopment is facilitated and third, the model can be dire
sed by a reasoner based on description logics. This
ew data and concepts can be classified and introduced
xisting database. Also, browsing and retrieval of data ca
ssisted across heterogeneous data sources, if the se
ally enriched data model is used as a homogenization
till, a coarse conceptualization by means of UML is acc
lished first, before the refinement and further formaliza
f the UML concepts is addressed by means of someontol-
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ogy language, such as DAML + OIL or OWL (Gomez-Perez
& Corcho, 2002).

4.3. Application of CLiP—From conceptualization to
implementation

The software implementation of design support function-
ality requires arefinement and transformationof this concep-
tual information model according toFig. 3. This refinement
may be organized by means of various horizontal layers on the
simple class level. Such layers serve as an additional struc-
turing mechanism to maintain transparency and to support
extensibility. The specific refinement of the model is deter-
mined by the envisioned application and the target software
platform. There may be more than one refined model, if dif-
ferent tools for the same or similar tasks are being used in an
integrated software environment. Often, available data mod-
els are subject to reuse and integration. These data models
can either be those used in the tools to be integrated, or some
standardized data model such as PDXI (Book et al., 1994) or
the application protocols of STEP (Yang & McGreavy, 1996)
which have been developed for data exchange between the
software environments of different organizations. Different
ways of integrating existing data models with the informa-
tion model framework CLiP have been discussed byBayer,
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In particular, CLiP has been used for example to extend
thedatabase schemaof theproject database Comos PTof
Innotec to also cover conceptual design data (Bayer, 2003).
Originally, the database schema of Comos PT has been fo-
cusing on detail engineering and maintenance only. The case
study revealed the versatility of CLiP and its simple integra-
tion with existing data models.

Another case study carried out in IMPROVE is related
to theintegration of different software tools(Bayer, Becker,
& Nagl, 2003a). CLiP is refined into the data model for the
specification of so-called integration documents which ex-
plicitly model the relations between the schema and the data
of the implementation models of different tools. This way,
an integration of tools is facilitated by a selective data ho-
mogenization approach without the need for defining and
implementing a centralized data store (seeSection 5). Such
an approach avoids the problems of data centered tool inte-
gration as often practiced in the software industries, which in
particular relate to the maintenance and the implementation
of the necessarily complex data model of the complete design
process.

In contrast to this tool-to-tool data integration, CLiP is
also being used in IMPROVE as a basis for the implemen-
tation of adata warehouseto integrate heterogeneous data
sources such as tool specific file systems or databases which
i ent.
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There have been a number of data modeling activitie

he process engineering domain (seeBayer & Marquardt
003, for a critical review) without a proper validation.Infor-
ation model validationis difficult in principle since there

ery little theoretical foundation to decide upon the qua
f a certain information model. Validation is only feasi

f such a data model is implemented in a variety of diffe
ays. Such an implementation requires a refinement
onceptual model into an implementation model (seeFig. 3)
hich is more precise and more detailed. Such a refine
tep with objectives of different target applications in m
ften reveals shortcomings in the (more abstract) conce
odel with respect to generality and expressiveness. H
ifferent implementations provide feedback to concep
odeling and contribute to its improvement. If finally

he requirements of a potentially large number of implem
ation efforts can be met, the model has been proven
eneric on (a limited) set of test cases. Implementation o
ata model requires the software engineer to capture its

deas and understand its underlying construction princ
n a reasonable amount of time. A good model has t
ufficiently transparent in order to facilitate this proc
till, the ultimate test for the data model is only possible a

mplementation and testing of the software by a larger
ommunity. The data model should only be considered
f the resulting software matches the cognitive model of
ser which is a prerequisite for an easy to use software
LiP has been forming the basis for various software de
pment projects in IMPROVE in order to contribute to as
nd validate its expressiveness, transparency and gene
nevitably occur in an integrated design support environm
uch a process data warehouse not only archives all dat
rated, but also the work processes operating on thes
seeSection 5).

Besides the application of the product data model of C
or the implementation of information management funct
lity, e.g. for archiving of the design data generated dur
esign project and for the exchange of data between too

ntegrated data model can also be used as a starting po
he implementation of tools which support theexecution o
ork processesduring design. Such tools can be conside
eneralized workflow systems which, in contrast to exis
orkflow systems, satisfy the needs of highly dynamic
reative engineering design processes. At least in the me
ime range, such systems are considered of high industri
vance. The focus will shift from mere information mana
ent to an efficient support of the execution of high-qua
esign processes. Two work process support approach
ursued in IMPROVE (seeSection 6). They aim on the on
and at the guidance of an individual designer during th
cution of unstructured and not properly planned pers
ork process, and on the other hand on the administr
nd management of the complete design process carrie
y the design team.

.4. Some lessons learned and future challenges in
nformation modeling

Four major and largely independent issues will be br
ketched in the sequel. They relate to empirical studies o
ign processes, the integrated modeling of data, docum
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and work processes, the structuring of an integrated informa-
tion model and its application.

Work process oriented information modeling has to rely
at least in part onempirical studiesof real industrial de-
sign processes. These empirical studies, however, should not
only be confined to clarify the social context of a design
process (Bucciarelli, 1994). Rather, they should be related
to the concrete engineering domain and to the information
technology support of design, either desired or actually used.
According to our experience, empirical studies have to be
goal oriented towards an in-depth understanding of the de-
sign process relating organization, management, resources,
requirements, tasks, and results produced. The understanding
is at best cast into an information model. Since it is impos-
sible to completely formalize (on a fine-grained level) cre-
ative conceptual process design, the information model has
to remain coarse-grained (and hence vague) in parts. Such a
focus on understanding and modeling is comparable to in-
ductive (empirical) mathematical modeling of chemical pro-
cesses. Acquisition of real work process data is most effec-
tive if it is carried out by the designers themselves. WOMS
has proved to be a useful tool to support such work process
data acquisition. As in mathematical modeling, thisbottom-
up approachof empirical studies has to be complemented
by some deductive component as in fundamental chemical
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be done to clarify the conceptual relations between different
types of documents and their data items.

An integrated information model of the design process
lifecycle has an immenseinherent complexity. An appropri-
ate structure of a multi-faceted information model is crucial
to facilitate transparency, extensibility, and maintainability.
The continuously evolving formalisms and languages for
information model representation are further complicating
the problem. Just in the last 15 years, we have seen entity-
relationship, frames, object-oriented, description logic and
ontological representation paradigms. Last but not least, the
collaborative work process of information modeling has to be
properly defined, managed, and supported by suitable tools.

The resulting information model not only provides acom-
monunderstandingof the domain of interest within the design
team. It is also mandatory for a fullymodel-based top-down
design of design support softwaresystems. There are many
applications which can benefit from the same integrated in-
formation model such as tool development, integration of ex-
isting tools, data exchange between tools and organizations,
homogenization of heterogeneous data sources, or the real-
ization of the semantic web to create the knowledge base of
an enterprise. Ideally, all this software should be generated
automatically from a formal specification. There is obviously
a long way to go due to the complexity of the design domain.
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rocess modeling. Obviously, such atop-downcomponen
f modeling a design process requires a “design theory
ore pragmatically, a good understanding of current de
ractice or preferred design processes. A meaningful
ination of both approaches remains a challenge for fu
esearch (Foss, Lohmann, & Marquardt, 1998). As soon a
n information model of the existing design process is a
ble, techniques from business process engineering m
pplied to improve the design process and to formulat
uirements for computer-aided support (Hammer & Champy
993).

The integrated consideration ofdata, documents andwo
rocessestogether with the resources used and the orga

ional structures involved seems to be appropriate. Still,
f conceptual as well as technical issues of developing
alidating such an integrated information model have t
ddressed by future research work. A much better capt
f the real design process seems to be possible, if docu
f all kinds are systematically considered to link design
nd work processes. Documents are not only used to ar
design, but they also play a dominant role in the exchan
esign results between people across organizational b
ries. Hence, they are closely related to the human pa

he work process. Further, documents can be interpret
nput files and they are the result of the execution of s
oftware tools. Therefore, documents relate to the comp
ssisted part of the work process. Documents always d

he context of a work process and provide a situated vie
he design data. Separated documents, however, do not

comprehensive and consistent presentation of the w
onfiguration of the design data. Hence, more work ha
. Architecture of a future integrated design
nvironment

The information models introduced in the previous
ion are indispensable for a top-down design and for the
lementation of integrated design environments. Befor
iscuss advanced cooperative design support under de
ent in IMPROVE inSection 6, we present and discuss

oarse software architecture which is suitable for the w
rocess oriented integration of existing and novel softw

ools.

.1. An example architecture

Fig. 5depicts a sketch of a software architecture of a fu
esign support environment. A prototype of such an env
ent with partial functionality has been implemented

valuated in IMPROVE.
The environment comprisesexisting toolstypically em-

loyed in industrial practice which stem from differe
ources, either commercial or in-house. Tool integratio
till and will remain of substantial interest for the opera
ompanies despite the substantial effort of major vendo
ntegrate their own tools with each other and with those o
ected collaborating partners. The end users in the oper
ompanies are interested in customizing their design su
nvironments by integrating additional tools and data b
rovided by other vendors or in-house development grou
rder to differentiate their technology from that of their co
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Fig. 5. A coarse sketch of a software architecture of a future integrated
design environment as partially implemented in the CRC IMPROVE.

petitors. The software to be integrated can therefore be either
“complete” design environments from some major vendor or
highly specialized tools or data bases from niche providers.
The tools are wrapped by thin software layers to provide stan-
dardized interfaces for data exchange and method invocation
employing state of the art middleware technology (Adler,
1995). The interface definition is guided by the conceptual
information model of the design process discussed in the pre-
vious section. The design documents and their evolution dur-
ing the work processes determine the interface definition to
a large extent, since they are providing the context for tool
interoperation in a natural manner.

The architecture inFig. 5suggestsinteroperation of very
different types of software modulesin an integrated design
support environment. There are, for example, general pur-
pose process modeling environments (e.g. Aspen Plus from
Aspen Technology or gPROMS from Process Systems En-
terprise) as well as dedicated simulation tools (e.g. Morex
for the simulation of extrusion processes). In addition to the
various simulation capabilities various data bases need to be
integrated. For example, a project database (e.g. Comos PT
from Innotec) is required to store the major product data dur-
ing a design project. Such a project database may offer a
flowsheet centered graphically supported portal to access the
design data stored as well as interfaces to a limited num-
b tool
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In order to support the execution of distributed design pro-
cess, the management system AHEAD (Nagl, Westfechtel, &
Schneider, 2003) is integrated. It assists the project manager
in allocating and monitoring the resources (e.g. the members
of the design team and the tools they use), in providing a con-
sistent set of documents produced during the design project,
and in keeping track of all the activities carried out during
the design process on a medium-grained level. An extended
middleware platform developed as part of CRC IMPROVE
provides load balancing, error handling and service manage-
ment for the integrated design environment which is typically
operated in a distributed wide area network.

5.2. Integration approach

The softwareintegrationapproach chosen isdrivenby the
characteristics ofactual design processes, the resulting prod-
uct data distributed in documents of various kinds and the
relations between those documents, or the data items they
contain. It is not intended to extract the design data, com-
pletely or in parts, from the native data stores of tools in
order to duplicate them for example in a central data ware-
house and store them together with the relevant associations
existing across the various tools. Rather, in contrast to such a
data centered integration approach followed by all commer-
c tores
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er of design tools. Alternatively, a separate flowsheet
ith extended functionality (Bayer, Weidenhaupt, Jarke,
arquardt, 2001) could be integrated in order to serve
eeds of other tools integrated in the environment. In a

ion to the project database, a physical property databas
IPPR) with raw experimental data as well as paramete
hysical property correlations and a repository for sto
athematical models of different kinds (such as ROMEvon
edel & Marquardt, 2000)) are part of the integrated enviro
ent. A commercial document management system is

o serve as an archive for all design documents. A pro
ata warehouse captures the design data in the context
ork process (Jarke, M., List, T., K̈oller, J., 2000).
.

ial integration solutions, we preserve the native data s
f the tools to be integrated.

Hence, integration is achieved by means ofa-posteriori
omogenizationof heterogeneous data sources. For this
urpose, the data and communication layer of the a

ecture (seeFig. 3) is equipped with dedicated mediat
Wiederhold & Genesereth, 1997) which map the data in
tances between data sources and sinks. The proces
arehouse stores the meta data which are required to
ork processes and the resulting product data for docu

ation purposes and to facilitate later reuse in the same
different project (Jarke et al., 2000). Such an integratio

pproach has been advocated by a requirements analy
number of German operating companies (Klein, Anhäuser
urmeister, & Lamers, 2002). If integration considers bot

he work processes as well as the data handled in a part
esign context, the implementation and maintenance e
f integrated solutions is limited.

.3. Providing new functionality for collaborative design

New design support functionality has to be provided
eans of afunctional extensionof existing software tools(e.g.
simulator or a project database). These extensions h
e accomplished without reengineering existing tools w

s typically not feasible because of commercial as we
echnological constraints. Hence, the functional extensio
xisting tools are implemented as separate and self-cont
oftware components. These software components are
equently wrapped by a thin software layer to implement
cally as well as technically matching interfaces to facili
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integration with existing tools. Examples of such new func-
tionality under development in IMPROVE will be discussed
in Section 6.

In many cases, some desired functionality is already avail-
able as part of an existing tool. Often, the level of sophisti-
cation of the available implementation is too limited in order
to apply it for a related purpose for which it has not been
designed originally. In such cases, it would be desirable to
isolateandextract theavailable generic functionalityfrom
the existing tool in order to offer its service to other tools
in the integrated environment after the required extensions
and modifications. For example, most computer-aided pro-
cess engineering tools include some software module for the
specification, representation and visualization of flowsheets.
Typically, the level of abstraction and the information con-
tent covered is determined by the specific task addressed by
the tool in the design process. It is obviously preferable from
a usability as well as from a maintenance point of view to
centralize all the flowsheet functionality in a single dedi-
cated tool. Such an advanced flowsheet tool (seeFig. 3) is
designed to fulfill all the requirements for managing flow-
sheet representations on various levels of granularity and for
browsing and retrieving flowsheet related design data (Bayer
et al., 2001).

In practice, the extraction of some functionality from exist-
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also reduce software maintenance cost. Both issues, the lack
of transparent interfaces and appropriate modularization are
hard problems for tool integration.

Middleware andwrapper technologyhas come a long way
and is nicely supporting the control and platform integration
aspect of tool integration (Wasserman, 1990) on a techni-
cal level. However, the interfaces are only standardized on
a syntactic level, which is not sufficient for tool integration.
Rather,standardization on a semantic levelis required to
ensure proper function and meaningful data exchange be-
tween tools. Such a semantic standard may be accomplished
by ontologies which are tremendously pushed by semantic
web approaches (Fensel, Hendler, Liebermann, & Wahlster,
2002). Ultimately, the classical tool integration dimensions
(Wasserman, 1990) have to be extended by a work process
dimension to provide context to the integration exercise. If
such a work process orientation is lacking, tool integration is
unnecessarily complex and costly to develop and maintain.

Hardware and software platforms are rapidly changing.
The technological progress in information technologyis
driven by the mass consumer markets and not by the re-
quirements of engineering design applications. The level of
sophistication and functionality of the service layer on top
of traditional operating systems is steadily increasing. Im-
proved services simplify the implementation of integrated
d ality.
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ng code may not be possible. There are at least two rea
he source code may not be available, or the functionali
e extracted may be tightly linked to other tool functions s

hat the extraction is impossible without complete reim
ention of the tool. In those cases, the functionality is

xtracted, but it is bypassed instead. An extended func
lity superseding the existing capabilities is provided b
ew dedicated tool as part of the integrated design su
nvironment.

.4. Some lessons learned and future challenges in too
ntegration

A number of challenging issues have come up during
tudies on the development of integrated design suppo
ironments. Some of them are briefly sketched in the se

Thea-posteriori integration of existing toolsinto an open
ntegrated design support environment is meeting the e
ations of the end users but is, at least to some extent, c
icting the objectives of the software vendors. The latter w

o offer their own integrated solutions to extend coverage
arket share. Especially, their tools do not offer transpa

nterfaces which easily allow tool integration. The data st
ures may not be documented or the data can not be exp
xisting tools often combine too much functionality in a s
le software systems due to historical reasons. Typically

ools have not been designed for integration. Rather,
ave been created in an evolutionary extension process
teadily extended the functionality of a monolithic tool. O
iously, a redesign and modularization of the tools would
nly facilitate integration into open environments but wo
:

.

esign environments and allow more advanced function
or example, multimedia services can be used for adva
ommunication between design team members. Howe
areful modularization of the application becomes cruci
llow the absorption of consolidated new software techn
ies.

In summary, the integration of tools into useful des
upport environments at reasonable cost requirescareful ar-
hitectural considerations. Both, the integration of existin
ommercial as well as in-house legacy software and th
orption of evolving software technologies have to be acc
odated. Vendors have to design their tools systemat

or a-posteriori integration to satisfy the needs of their
omers and to reduce their own development and mainten
ost.

. New design support functionality

A work process oriented integration of existing des
upport software tools requires novel functionality if a n
uality of support for collaborative design is aimed at. S
equently, a selection of such novel support functions
iscussed.

.1. Semantic support of individual designers

A designer has accumulated a substantial amount of
ience during previous design projects. The quality of the
ign processes can be improved tremendously if this im
nowledge can be converted into explicit knowledge w
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Fig. 6. The PRIME environment for supporting individual designers during their work processes.

is amenable to a later reuse by himself or by a colleague in a
completely different context either within this or another de-
sign process. There have been numerous attempts to acquire
implicit knowledge from experts by means of formal tech-
niques in artificial intelligence. These techniques typically
require a basicunderstandingof the business processes of in-
terest. Sincecreative design processesare, at least in part, not
sufficiently well understood to effectively guide such knowl-
edge acquisition processes and since experts are not always
cooperating well, a new approach formerly suggested in the
context of requirements engineering was adopted to apply
to engineering design processes in IMPROVE. We briefly
sketch the idea in the following with reference to the archi-
tecture of a PRIME inFig. 6, an environment for supporting
individual design processes, and refer for details to the work
of Pohl et al. (1999).

Instead of acquiring knowledge a-posteriori by means of
structured interviews, reviews of past design processes, etc.
the design process is recorded automatically by aprocess
tracing tool during its execution. Therecording results in
so-calledprocess traceswhich capture all the major steps
carried out during the design process together with the data
and documents which have been handled. These traces are
stored in a database (Fig. 6), which is part of the process data
warehouse of the integrated design support environment (see
F ork
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parts of a design process can be modeled on an abstract level
in order to provide parameterized chunks which could guide
the discovery process based on process traces.

The process chunks and the design contexts are supposed
to be employed by theenactment toolof the PRIME envi-
ronment to assist the individual designer during repetitive
activities. The enactment tool has to analyze the current con-
text of the design process first. Next, it has to match it with
similar contexts stored in the context database. If a match-
ing context has been found, applicable process chunks are
retrieved from the process chunks database and suggested to
the designer.Decision and documentation supportas well as
guidanceare provided to the designer who interacts with via
an integrated flowsheeting tool. After his approval and after
providing lacking context data, the process chunk is enacted.
The enactment of a process chunk typically requires the in-
vocation of external applications such as a process simulator.

6.2. Administration and coordination of the complete
design process

Individual designers are typically contributing to different
design processes simultaneously. All these processes are ad-
ministrated and coordinated by a chief design engineer, the
manager for short. Obviously, the individual design processes
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ig. 5). The traces are not only used to document the w
rocesses in detail. Rather, they provide the basis fordesign
ontext analysisand for interactively extracting repetitive
ccurringprocess chunksapplicable in a certain design co

ext. Again, chunks and design context are stored in data
Fig. 6). As in the area of mathematical process mode
uch an identification task can be supported if the pu
ata driven identification is complemented by some a-p
nowledge. While such knowledge is comprised by m
tructures derived from the fundamental laws of physic
athematical modeling, it is not that obvious what kind
-priori knowledge can assist the discovery of design pro
hunks. We are currently investigating to what extent spe
re not independent but highly interrelated by the docum
hey work with and by the resources they share. The reso
nclude time and budget, team members, experimental f
ies and available software tools. Inevitably, the inherent c
lexity of the design processes requiresmanagement suppo

o effectivelymonitor and coordinate the design proces
nd the associated activities, to keep track of the resu
esign documents and their relationships, and to adm

rate and allocate the available resources. The strong re
etween resources, activities, and documents has to be

nto account for a proper allocation of resources to spe
esign tasks as well as for consistency management o
ocuments.
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Fig. 7. The AHEAD environment for supporting the management and the execution of design processes in a team of designers.

AHEAD, a software tool tosupport the management of
cooperative design processes and their interdependencies on
a coarse-grained level, provides functionality for two differ-
ent kinds of users, the manager and the designer (Nagl et
al., 2003). A rough sketch of the architecture of AHEAD is
shown inFig. 7. Themanageris supported by amanagement
tool consisting of three fully integrated tool sets. Dynamic
task networks with control and data flow interrelations are
provided to implementwork process management. Version
control, configuration management and an explicit notion of
the dependencies between documents are provided to facili-
tatemanagement of product data. Theresource management
allows for the definition of the organizational structure of the
design teams working on the various design processes. The
designeris supported by adesign environmentwhich com-
prises anagenda toolto display the upcoming tasks to be
carried out by the design team members, and of awork pro-
cess context toolto manage the documents and the software
tools required to carry out a certain design task. The lat-
ter links with existing software applications to invoke their
context driven execution. The design and implementation of
AHEAD directly addresses theinherent dynamics of a de-
sign process.In particular, the task networks in the manage-
ment environment can be modified at any time during project
execution to reflect changes in the design process as con-
s m or
h ation
o ain
o -
m cific
k the
t cus-
t ates
c cer-
t strial
d

The design support offered by AHEAD is purposely lim-
ited to coarse-grained activities in order to facilitate the
link between the actual design work carried out by the de-
sign teams and the management of related design processes.
Hence, it differs in scope from the work process support of-
fered by the PRIME environment which focuses on guiding
and supporting activities of an individual designer on a fine-
grained level.

6.3. Multimedia communication in distributed design
teams

Geographically distributed design teams already use a
multitude of services including e-mail, groupware systems,
joint workspaces or even video conference systems in order
to facilitatesynchronous and asynchronous communication.
Typically, these services are not integrated among each other,
and more importantly, with the engineering design tools of a
given domain. Hence, the available communication support
systems do not offer sufficient functionality to effectively as-
sist the members of distributed engineering design teams.

For example, during the design of an extruder as part of
a polymer production process, the potential separation of re-
maining monomer from the polymer melt during polymer
processing in the extruder has to be assessed in order to de-
c ration
u y be
r pert
a ions
a e
v th
t -
b n doc-
u arry
o nfer-
e n of
equences of emerging insight into the design proble
andling of problems and mistakes. Further, an adapt
f the functionality to the peculiarities of a given dom
f application is possible by means of amodeling environ
entwhich facilitates the representation of domain spe

nowledge, for example, related to the capabilities of
ools employed. Domain specific code is generated to
omize the management tool to the domain. This facilit
ustomizing to the peculiarities in the design process of a
ain company or even to the requirements of some indu
omain.
ide on the degree of monomer separation in the evapo
nit following the polymer reactors. This question can onl
esolved effectively, if the chief engineer, the extrusion ex
nd the separation expert—all working at different locat
nd in part in different institutions—can easilycommunicat
ia multimedia serviceswhich areseamlessly integrated wi
he design support environment. Only then, all the team mem
ers have access to the same set of currently valid desig
ments and to all the required software tools to jointly c
ut the necessary design studies during their virtual co
nce. For example, they may carry out a CFD simulatio
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the degassing melt flow in the extruder and a process simu-
lation to study the effect of shifting the monomer separation
partly from the evaporator to the extruder. The results of the
simulations have to be discussed immediately to decide on
the required equipment design modifications of the extruder
given the multiple domain specific requirements.

In order to support such a scenario effectively, the sys-
tem KomPaKT has been developed in the CRC IMPROVE
and evaluated on the basis of the polyamide-6 design case
study (Scḧuppen, Trossen, & Wallbaum, 2001). KomPaKT
offers a set of modular services in a homogeneous envi-
ronment to support the needs ofmultimedia conferencing
in engineering design applications. Communication is sup-
ported asynchronously, for example by e-mail and audio mes-
sages, and synchronously by means of a whiteboard and video
streams. Floor control and conference management functions
are also provided. KomPaKT is integrated with AHEAD in
order to support spontaneous as well as planned conferences.
AHEAD provides information on the organizational data of
the project, the tools and the documents of a design context
of interest. Communication on design issues is supported by
application and event sharing mechanisms.In application
sharing, the output of a design tool residing on the computer
of one designer is presented to all participants of a multi-
media conference. Often, communication bandwidth is not
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can only be resolved manually. Obviously, document oriented
integration tools are crucial for the implementation of design
support environments (as suggested inFig. 5) which do not
rely on integration via a centralized design data store.

Document oriented integration functionalityis subject to
research and development in IMPROVE (Bayer et al., 2003a).
The integration tools developed assist the user in consistency
analysis of two documents, in browsing document content
and in the necessary transformations between documents.
They operate in an incremental manner and propagate only
the increments between documents in a bi-directional man-
ner. They are interactively used by the designer in order to
control the transformation process. The reconciliation of the
documents is automatic if possible, it can also be assisted by
manual interaction of the designer in those cases, where the
integration mechanisms fail. The reconciliation is rule based.
The rules build on an information model of the documents
to be integrated. The objects of the two models are related to
each other by means of an integration document, which holds
the links between the data items in the two documents. These
links are derived by refining the associations between con-
cepts in different parts of the conceptual information model
defined in CLiP. Because of a model-based design, the inte-
gration tool can be customized to the peculiarities of the tool
documents to be reconciled, if the conceptual information
m ically.
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ufficient if 3D images or movies have to be transmitted
hose cases, event sharing is more appropriate. An ins
f the design tool is then available on every team mem
omputer and only control information is communicate
ynchronize the different instances of the tool during c
unication in the multimedia conference.

.4. Document oriented tool integration

Tool integration is always possible via input and ou
ata which form a certain configuration of the product d
enoted as documents, if the data contained in the docu
f two different tools can be mapped to each other in a
istent manner at any time during the design process. De
he independent creation and incremental revision of
ocuments by individual design tools, there exist a large n
er of fine-grained dependencies between the data con

n different documents. For example, the abstraction o
rocess flowsheet used to define the steady-state simu
roblem has to match the real flowsheet stored in the pr
atabase. Inconsistencies between the various docume
navoidable. However, a certain level of consistency h
e established as soon as two tools of a design support
onment are used in a cooperative manner.

The manual reconciliation of the content of associ
ocuments is time-consuming and error-prone. Hence,inte-
ration toolsare preferable whichautomate such a reconc
ation process to the extent possible. It should be noted th

fully automated integration is not feasible in many ca
ecause of a potential semantic mismatch between the
odels employed by the tools to be integrated. This mism
e

odel covers the data objects in the documents semant
Various integrators between different tools have b

eveloped and tested as part of the activities in IMPRO
y employing a common reference architecture.Fig. 8
hows the architecture of document-oriented integratio
he process simulator Aspen Plus and the design pr
atabase Comos PT. The data models of both tool
epresented in theAspen Plus and Comos PT docume.
he integration document reconciles the two proprietary
odels. Data integration is accomplished during execu
y the integrator which is relying on a rule base deriv

rom the correspondences in the integration docume
n interactive input from the designer, for example to fi
issing information or to support conflict resolution dur

ntegration. The integrator can be generated from a fo
pecification provided in the modeling environment.

.5. Advanced tools for mathematical model
evelopment, maintenance and reuse

Chemical process design has been quickly moving
ards solutions which heavily rely onmathematical model.
rocess simulation is used on a routine basis during co

ual design today assisting the analysis of design alterna
omorrow, the generation of a design alternative itself is
inely supported by short-cut methods and partly autom
y rigorous structural optimization employing a multitude

ailored mathematical models.
The variety of mathematical models requires their m

gementacross the design process lifecycle(Marquardt et al.
000). Two objectives can be distinguished, namely the i
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Fig. 8. Document-oriented integration of two software tools, a case study for the integration of a process simulator with a process design database.

gration across the process of mathematical modeling to reuse
existing model knowledge downstream in the design pro-
cess and to integrate existing models at runtime to facilitate
multi-model, multi-method and multi-platform integration of
simulation and optimization tools. Until recently, traditional
heuristics and experienced based design have been largely
separated from model-based design. Consequently, the soft-
ware environments used in both areas are not integrated, nei-
ther conceptually nor technically.

Both issues, themanagement and integration of mathe-
matical modelsacross the lifecycle as well as the integra-
tion of design data, mathematical models and the results pro-
duced during simulation experiments are addressed as part
of the IMPROVE project. For the support of mathematical
modeling, three complementary software systems are under
development. ModKit (Bogusch, Lohmann, & Marquardt,
2001) supports thegeneration of tailored mathematical
modelswhich cannot be found in the library of a simu-
lator. The model can either be exported into the propri-
etary format of a commercial process modeling environ-
ment or in a neutral format derived from Modelica (Mattson,
Elmqvist, & Otter, 1998) to facilitatemodel exchangebe-
tween applications. Models generated by either ModKit or
any other commercial modeling environment can bestored
in their native form in themodel repositoryROME (von
W lic
m t of
a odels
a een
m rent
s l only
i priate
p heir
n ation

tool. However, models from different sources can be linked
to a single flowsheet andintegrated during runtimeby means
of Cheops (von Wedel & Marquardt, 2000). Cheops allows
steady-state as well as dynamic equation-oriented and mod-
ular simulation using existing dedicated simulators which
have been developed for specific parts of a process. For ex-
ample, in the polyamide-6 case study, Polymers Plus may
have been used for polymer reactor modeling, gProms for
monomer separation from polymer melt in a wiped-film evap-
orator, and the legacy tool Morex for the modeling of the
extrusion process. These simulators are wrapped by stan-
dard interfaces and integrated with a configurable simula-
tion strategy (modular, simultaneous, or mixes thereof) to
form a simulator of the complete flowsheet showing a re-
cycle of the unconverted monomer. This reuse of individual
models is possible without the need for a costly and error-
prone reimplementation in a single process modeling envi-
ronment.

Mathematical models and their results have to be related
to the design process and in particular to the design data.
However,mathematical models and design dataare kept in
different tools without explicitly accounting for relations be-
tween them. Obviously, there is a significant overlap and the
risk of inconsistencies in these two data sets. Further, tracing
of the design process and its rationale requires an explicit re-
l
v r-
r ry to
a nner
i oject
d gra-
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o ready
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edel & Marquardt, 2001). Hence, ROME stores symbo
odels in a neutral format or in any proprietary forma
commercial simulator, declarative equation-based m

s well as executable block-oriented models. Links betw
odels in a flowsheet or between models from diffe

ources are kept at this point on a coarse-grained leve
n the database schema which derives from the appro
artial model in CLiP. Models can be checked out in t
ative form to be processed by the appropriate simul
ation between design data and mathematical models (Bayer,
on Wedel, & Marquardt, 2003b). Such an integration is cu
ently being carried out using ROME as a model reposito
rchive models from various simulators in a coherent ma

n the first place and Comos PT which serves as the pr
atabase storing relevant design data. This kind of inte

ion may be considered a special case of the homogeniz
f related data from different sources as discussed al
bove.
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6.6. Discussion

The advanced functionality discussed in the previous sub-
sections is not meant to be the only necessary to effectively
upgrade current design environments for collaborative and
geographically as well as organizationally distributed con-
ceptual design processes in the process industries. Many
other support functions to improve the efficiency of collabo-
rative design are conceivable. We have limited our attention
on those activities which are currently being studied in IM-
PROVE.

There is yet very little experience with those function-
alities which impact the way a designer works. This is not
just a matter of human-computer interaction which is essen-
tial for both, acceptance and high productivity. An interest-
ing question also concerns thesocial implications of such an
extended design functionality(seeBrown & Duguid (2000)
for a general discussion). More and more activities are be-
coming computer-based, the interaction between humans is
changing in quality with unforeseen consequences, for both,
the quality of the design and the satisfaction of the designer.
Further, thefull transparencyof the design process results
in an almost complete assessment of the performance of a
designer. Any inefficiency or any mistake is documented.
Obviously, such transparency has to be handled with care by
m
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Center CRC 476 (Sonderforschungsbereich SFB 476) and all
members of the CRC for their fruitful collaboration, without
which the results presented in this paper would not have been
possible.
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